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The Latest WiFi Technologies: 
Black Box uses the latest and most advanced iteration of WiFi 
technology that offers faster speeds, better coverage, and improved 
security compared to its predecessors. It enables you to enjoy faster 
download and upload speeds, improved connectivity, and more 
reliable Internet access. To add to that, our solution includes location-
based services for wayfinding, asset tracking, and user engagement, 
which can help enhance the customer experience and improve overall 
operations. 

Bundled for Convenience: 
With our Wireless NaaS solution powered by Cisco’s Meraki Access and 
Black Box Financial Services, you can switch to a Bundled Model, which 
offers cost-effective and cutting-edge technology and services. With a 
Bundled Model, you’ll have lower upfront costs and flexible budgeting 
that offers an opportunity to reinvestment in other areas of your 
business. This model allows you to pay for what you use and when you 
use it. This flexibility allows you to reduce costs and increase efficiency.

Comprehensive Services: 
Our Wireless NaaS powered by Meraki Access solution provides 
comprehensive services, including consulting, design, site surveys,  
and transformation projects. It offers you the support you need to plan, 
implement, and optimize your wireless network from start to finish. 
Our team of experts will work with you to understand your unique 
needs and design a solution that fits your requirements.
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Wireless NaaS offers options like purpose-built to serve every IT need. Whether your organization has no existing WiFi network or a fully 
developed IT infrastructure, Black Box provides a managed solution for every WiFi network, whether it is staff/cadre-focused or guest-only.

Ready to move your WiFi into the next stage? You’ve come to the right place. With solutions from technology innovators and Black Box’s 
complete service options, you’ll get a WiFi network that’s easy and ready for the future.

BLACK BOX EXCELS WITH WIRELESS NETWORK-AS-A-SERVICE (NAAS).

24/7 Technical Support: 
Our experts in wireless network management extend support 
whenever you need it, no matter the time or place. Additionally, our 
NOC is multilingual and operates locally in over 35 countries to provide 
you with the best possible support. With our NOC support services, you 
can be confident that your network is in good hands, even when you’re 
not there. 

Remote Managed Services: 
Our Wireless NaaS solution powered by Meraki Access includes remote 
managed services that will provide you with access to experts in 
wireless network management 24/7. This enables you to focus on your 
business growth while we handle the complex and time-consuming 
process of managing your wireless network. Our remote managed 
services allow you to access real-time network monitoring, proactive 
maintenance, and expert support that help prevent downtime and 
improve network performance.

Learn more about our wireless capabilities,  
Wireless NaaS, and Cisco’s Meraki Access
https://www.blackbox.com/en-us/campaigns/discover-the-
future-of-networking-with-black-box-powered-by-cisco-s-
meraki-access

If you’re interested in learning more about the advantages of 
Black Box’s NaaS Powered by Cisco Meraki Access, call us 
today for a consultation. Contact us at 855-324-9909 or email 
us at contact@blackbox.com.
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